Introduction
In this paper, R and M will denote a ring with unity and a right R -module, respectively. Note that a submodule K of M is called complement in M if K has no proper essential extension in M . Recall that a module M is CS or extending if every submodule is essential in a direct summand equivalently, every complement submodule is a direct summand [4, 10] .
In recent studies, there are many generalizations of extending modules with respect to various sets of submodules. A submodule N of M is called projection invariant if f (N ) ⊆ N for all f 2 = f ∈ End(M R ).
Hence a module M is called π -extending [3] , if every projection invariant submodule is essential in a direct summand. Even though the class of π -extending modules is closed under direct sums, the former property is not inherited by direct summands (see, [3, Example 5.5] ). Recall from [10] , a submodule N of M is called a z-closed submodule of M if M/N is nonsingular. These submodules are named closed in [9] and complement in [5] . A module M is a CLS -module [9] , if every z-closed submodule of M is a direct summand of M .
In this paper, a submodule N of M is called a p-submodule if N is a projection invariant submodule in M and M/N is nonsingular. We investigate some certain properties of p -submodules. Observe that the class of p-submodules of M is a sublattice of the lattice of submodules of M . We explain the connections between complements, p -submodules, and z-closed submodules. Moreover, we deal with lifting properties on p -submodules. We call a module M a P D -module, if every p -submodule of M is a direct summand of M . We obtain that P D -modules are generalizations of both CLS -modules and π -extending modules. Furthermore, we provide examples that demonstrate the class of P D -modules is different from the classes of CLS -modules and π -extending modules. Contrary to CLS -modules, we obtain that finite direct sums of P D -modules are P D -modules. Additionally, we present an example that shows that any direct summand of P D -modules need not be a P D -module. To this end, we determine when the P D condition is inherited by direct summands. Finally, we characterize this class of modules using lifting homomorphisms. * Correspondence: yelizkara@uludag.edu.tr 2010 AMS Mathematics Subject Classification: Primary: 16D10, 16D50; Secondary: 16D40
is a submodule of M , K is an essential submodule of M , K is a direct summand of M , K is a projection invariant submodule of M , the singular submodule of M , the endomorphism ring of M R , and the n-by-n full matrix ring over R , respectively. Recall that a ring R is called Abelian if every idempotent of R is central. For unknown terminology and notation, see [2, 4, 5, 10] .
Lifting properties on p -submodules
In this section, we examine lifting properties on p -submodules. Let us begin with the basic results for psubmodules.
The following lemma explains the connections between p -submodules, complements, and z -closed submodules.
Lemma 2.2 (i) Every p-submodule of
(ii) If M R is an indecomposable module, then p-submodules and z-closed submodules coincide.
/B is singular, and hence T /B ≤ Z(M/B). Thus T = B and so
(ii) Every submodule of an indecomposable module is projection invariant; hence we get the result. P The next example shows that there is a complement submodule that is not a p -submodule.
Example 2.3 ([9, Example, 2] ) Let F be a field and V F be a vector space over the field F with
dim(V F ) ≥ 2 .
Consider the commutative and indecomposable ring
R = [ F V 0 F ] = {[ f v 0 f ] : f ∈ F, v ∈ V } . Let I v = [ 0 F v 0 0 ] be the ideal of R for any v ∈ V . Now I v is a complement submodule in R R but it
is not a z-closed submodule by [9, Example 2]. Thus I v is not a p -submodule by Lemma 2.2 (ii).
Following the idea in [10] , we call p -submodule N of M a p -lifting submodule for X in M , if for any φ : N → X , there exists θ : M → X such that φ = θ| N for any modules X R and M R . Let P stand for the collection of p -submodules of M . We denote the set of p -lifting submodules with P Lif t X (M ). Now we investigate some certain module theoretical properties of the class of p -lifting submodules.
, and so γ| X1 = f . Thus M 1 ∈ P Lif t X (M ). P
Proposition 2.5 The class P Lif t X (M ) is closed under finite direct sums.
Consider the following maps. Let α 1 : K 1 → X be defined by α 1 = gι 1 and α 2 : K 2 → X be defined by α 2 = gι 2 , where
. Therefore, g extends to γ , which yields that T ∈ P Lif t X (M ). The proof follows from the induction argument. P
P D modules
Now we focus on the class of modules whose p -submodules are direct summands.
We obtain examples that demonstrate the class of P D -modules differs from the classes of CLS -modules and π -extending modules. It is proved that the class of P D -modules is closed under finite direct sums, but the aforementioned property is not inherited by direct summands. Furthermore, there is a characterization for the class P D -modules using lifting homomorphisms.
Observe that every singular module satisfies the P D condition, but the converse of this fact is not true: let M Z = Z . Hence M Z is a P D -module that is nonsingular. Our first result gives the relations between the classes of P D -modules, CLS -modules, and π -extending modules. 
Proposition 3.1 Consider the following for a module
M R , (1) M is a CS -module. (2) M is a CLS -module.
Proof Clear from Lemma 2.2(ii). P
We obtain that any submodule of a P D -module need not be a P D -module: Let R be a domain that is not right Ore. Thus every nonzero ideal of R is essential in R . Note that R R is an indecomposable module that is not uniform. Hence R R is not extending and so it is not CLS by [10, Corollary 5.60]. Therefore, R R is not a P D -module by Lemma 3.2. However, E(R R ) , the injective hull of R R , is a P D -module by Proposition 3.1.
The next result explains when the aforementioned property is inherited by submodules.
Proposition 3.3 If M R is a P D -module, then every p -submodule
It is shown in [10, page 269] that CLS -modules are not closed under direct sums. Contrary to CLSmodules, P D -modules enjoy the direct sums property.
Theorem 3.4 Let
M = M 1 ⊕ ... ⊕ M k for some submodules M 1 , ..., M k of M . If M i is a P D -module for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k , then M is a P D -module.
Proof
It is sufficient to prove the result for the case k = 2 .
Hence M is a P D -module. Now we get the proof to apply the induction argument on k . P It is proven in [10, Lemma 5.61 ] that any direct summand of CLS -modules is a CLS -module. P Dmodules do not behave the same as CLS -modules with respect to direct summand property. 
Proof R is a commutative Noetherian domain and so R R is a P D -module. Thus M R = ⊕ n i=1 R is a P Dmodule by Theorem 3.4. However, M has an indecomposable direct summand K with the dimension n−1 ≥ 2. Hence K R is not an extending module by [3, Proposition 3.8] . Suppose that K R is a P D -module. Thus K R satisfies the CLS condition by Lemma 3.2. Furthermore, K R is nonsingular. Therefore, K R is an extending module by [10, Corollary 5 .60], a contradiction. Hence K R is not a P D -module. P Now we concentrate on when the direct summand of P D -modules is a P D -module. Finally we characterize P D -modules using lifting homomorphisms from p -submodules to the module. 
